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PREFACE

The simulation of the flight following system i6 primarily
chosen in the interest of Ethiopian Airlines need to imple-
ment the system to replace the currently used flight follow-
ing system which is based on verbal communication between
aircraft and ground control people.

The first section of this paper discusses the components of
data communication system, aspects and objective of data
communication system.

The second section laid the emphasis on the fundamental com-
munication concepts parallel transmission, serial transmis-
sion and the different types of serial transmission. The
theory behind the simulation is basically based on the dif-
ferent types of transmission modes. The third section build
the foundation for the characteristics of data transmission,
direction of information flow: simplex, half-duplex and full
duplex and finally rate of transmiesion effect on data
transmission. In section 4 the different coding technology
and structures are presented.

A unique feature of the paper is section 5 protocol. There
are sections on identifying and defining a problem in data
communication specially for good understanding between a
sender and a receiver.
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The principle of operation of the simulation of flight fol-

lowing system is discussed in section 6 and in section 7

conclusion and improvement using the same system for other

forms of data are presented.
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ror detection the Cyclic Redundancy Check. CRC-16, which
results in sending a 16 bit data and 16 redundant bits is
made to detect error. Totally for each aircraft identifica-

tion and position information there are 16 bytes, of which
the 8 bytes are Block Check Characters for the 4 pair of
bytes. i.e, for frame identification and aircraft iden-
tification one pair of BCC byte and, for the position infor-
mation 3 pairs of BGC bytes. Data representing position,
i.e, latitude and longitude are represented by 3 bytes each.

According to the design
protocol, the program
has been displayed .

of the system as well as the
was run on IBM PC AT and the result
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1.0 INTRODUCTION TO DATA COMMUNICATIONS

Communication plays a very important part in our lives, we
are nearly always involved in some form of communication, be
it written, oral, audio, or visual, Data communication is
one specific area of this broad field.

A number of properties are common to all communication SY6-

teros, the first of which is that their aim is to transfer
information from one point to another. In data communication
systems this information is generally called data or a mes-
sage.

In order to have communication, four system components must
be present:-

1) a sender, which generates,
2) a message and places it on
3) a transmission medium and, which carries the message to
4) a receiver.

Fig 1. shows the four systems components of any communic&-
tion system.

message
:sender ,

,
!receiver
I

transmission

Fig 1 components of communication system
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These components are the minimum requirements for any com-
munication process; if anyone of them is absent. communica-
tion cannot take place. However. each component of the four
may vary. depending on the particular system involved.

In addition to having a common ultimate purpose and common
basic structure of components. communications systems share
three fundamental principles of performance:

First, the message must be understood by the receiver. A
multitude of code, speed, and format variations are possible
in representing data, just as there is a wide range of lan-
guages used in human-human communications.

Second, the characteristics of a communications system are
defined and limited by the characteristics of its four basic
components: sender, message. transmission medium and
receiver. The kind of message to be conveyed often dictates
the characteristics that are most appropriate for a par-
ticular sender. transmission medium. or receiver in a com-
munications system. This principle of performance is impor-
tant to the design of effective communications systems. No
single component can be designed or selected without regard
for the way it interfaces with the other system components.
The limitation of the components must be balanced in order
for effective communication to occur, A communication system
must be designed and evaluated as a 'system.
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The third, general principle of communications performance

is that interference can occur during the transmission

process, corrupting the message. Such undesired disturbance

in the system is noise, because it is interference that

prevents the receiver from correctly interpreting the mes-

sage that the sender meant to convey.

1.1 Aspects of data communications

Data communications is the function of transporting data

from one point to another. Usually the data are encoded in

someway. Timely transportation adds value to the information

but does not change the inherent information content of the

message transported. It is important to note that the

transportation between endpo~nts must be successful in order

to have value added by the communication.

The three fundamental aspects of data communications are:

1. Transmission - provides the path over which the informa-

tion will pass.

2. Communications interface - transforms electrical signals

used for transmitting information, to or from a form

usable by the receiver or sender.

3. Communications processing - operates upon the informa

tion or upon the control characters that precedes, acc-

ompany, or follow the information to ensure its

successful entry, transmission, and delivery.
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Gairiing an understanding of transmission involves study of
electrical form that messages take during transportation and
of the devices used to provide the transport path. Some of
these devices compriee transmission media such as wires,
microwaves, and satellite equipment; other transmission
devices, such as modems, control the electrical form of mes-
sages.

Interface involves the transformation of data from a form
understandable to the sender to the electrical signals to be
transmitted. Similarly, communications interface converts
those electrical signals into characters, words, numbers,
lines, etc., that can be interpreted by receivers from a
printed page or visual display or keyboard device.

Communications processing is perhaps the most complicated
(and therefore confusing) aspects of data communications.
Eigh~ basic functions of communications processing can be
classified conveniently into three areas of responsibility:

1. Editorial responsibility, which includes three basic com-
munications processing functions:
a) error control
b) formatting
c) editing

2. Conversion responsibility which includes two basic com-
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munication processing functions:

a) speed conversion

b) code conversion

3. Aribtrator responsibility which includes three basic com-

munications processing functions:

a) network control

b) polling

c) message routing

Communication processing (ensuring successful entry, trans-

mission, and delivery of the information) can be performed

in any of a number of devices, using the storage and

processing capability of those devices.

The communications processing are capable of front-end

processors (FEPs), concentrators, message switches, terminal

control units, terminals, computers and modems.

1.2 Objectives of Data Communications System

In general, data communication network are established to

collect data from remote points (served by terminals) and to

transmit those data to a central point equipped with a com-

puter or another terminal, or to perform the reverse

process, or some combination of the two. Data communication
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network thus provide access to remotely located computers;
they improve the day-to-day controls of a business by
providing faster information flow; they provide message
switching services to allow terminals to talk to one
another. In general, data communications systems offer more
reliable and more timely interchange of data among their
ueers and bring the power of computers closer to more users.

The general objectives of most data communication network
include-

-Reducing the time and effort required to perform various
business tasks

-Capturing business data at their sources.
-Centralizing control over business data.
-Effecting rapid dissemination of information.
-Reducing current and future costs of doing business.
-Supporting expansion of business capacity at reasonable in-

cremental cost as the organizing grows.
-Supporting organizational objectives in centralizing or

decentralizing computer systems.
-Supporting improved management control of the organization.

Meeting these objectives gives the user environment the
potential to achieve improved resource utilization, improved
flexibility to expand or change to meet business require-
ments, and increased control over support of business opera-
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tions. Basically, as users implement and operate their data

communications systems. they are attempting to improve their

business operations by providing information (both inter-

nally and ex~ernally) on a more timely basis.

2.0 Fundamental Communication Concepts

Systems that transmi~ data must have consistent methods of

transmission over communication channels. All the systems

that are discussed in here transmit binary data, or data

forms that are intrinsically binary. Basically, binary data

can be sent over communication lines in either serial or

parallel mode. 7he internal transfer of data within modern

computers is done in parallel roode. In other words, if the

internal structure of the computer uses an 8 bit code ele-

ment, then all 8 bits of an element are transferred between

the main memory and any operational register in the same

computer cycle.

2.1 Parallel Transmission

Parallel transmission 1a a method of transfer in which all

the bits of a character are sent simultaneously either over

separate linee or on different frequencies of the same line.

Parallel transmission uses a low cost transmitter, but the

receiver is a high cost item, and it generally also requires

higher cost transmission lines than does serial transmis-
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sion. It is not used on low speed lines because its primary
pur'pose Le to speed up the transmission between two points.
Neither is it used on long distances lines because the bits
drift back and forth in time relation to one another and may
interfere with the bits of the preceding or following
character. With parallel transmission, the line speed in
bits, is really the line speed in characters since all the
bits of a character are sent simultaneously.

Parallel transmission although seldom used outside the com-
puter, is shown in fig 2.1. This figure shows how all 8 bits
of the code travel down a channel simultaneously, followed a
short time later by eight more bits.

,

I-,,
'. I

\ r

, .

i :sender \.; receiver

fig 2.1 parallel transmission of an 8 bit code.

This type of transfer is not normally used in data COID-

munications. In data communications, transfer of information
is usually done in serial mode. Serial transmission implies
that a stream of data i8 sent over a communication line bit
by bit.
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2.2 Serial Transmission

The distinguishing difference between serial and parallel
transmission is that, in serial transmission, the transmit-
ting device sends a bit followed by a time interval, then a
second bit, and so on until all the bits are transmitted. It
takes n time cycles to transmit n bits. In parallel trans-
mission, n bits are sent, followed by a time interval, then
n bits are sent and so on. In parallel transmission, then, n
bits are sent in one time cycle, whereas in cerial tranemis-
eion the same bits take n time cycles.

Serial transmission of an 8 bit code is shown in fig 2.2

A
: \
1 j

\1

receiversender
" '-i "
, !

V
!
\'------~~~~~~----------~

Fig 2.2 Serial Transmission of an 8 bit code
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Most data communication is performed by serial transmission.

Three transmisBion modes are in common usage: Asynchronous,

Synchronous, and Isochronous transmission. Note that all

three of these modes of transmission are serial.

2.2.1 Asynchronous Transmission

The first mode of transmission, asynchronous, is often

referred to as start-stop transmission. This is because the

transmitting device can transmit a character at any time

that is convenient and the receiving devioe will accept that

character. Characters can be sent at irregular intervals:

for example, 1 character per second or 1 character and then

a 10 second wait. To enable the receiver to recognize a

character when it arrives, each of the characters that are

transmitted has a start bit preceeding, and one or two stop

bits following the data signal bits. In fig 2.3, shown

below, the data signal bits are the 8 bits code and as can

be seen, this code has one start bit and two stop bits.

In summary, a start bit is a signal that is used to inform

the receiving terminal to start sampling the incoming data

signal at a fixed rate so that it can be interpreted into

its proper character structure. A sto~ bit, which follows

the data signal bits, informs the receiving terminal that a

character has been received and resets the terminal for
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recognition of the next start bit. Synchronization of ter-
minals is re-established upon the reception of each charac-
ter. Fig 2.3 illustrates asynchronous transmission.

..! STC'" 81TS
---,-]

1 SfAtZf
tiT

---"-j z !>TO/' Blr.£:
-I ~i

l
j~
(\ ~€'-f'Iv.:~

\

_~TA '1f:I'lAl J ff _. 1)/\f/\ St(-,..UIL _._ I
_____ ~~!<.t.c:...E.~l:_:~__.II 1 ._ .::I-! ,I ~~J.u!"'~_J. .__• _

r __--.-.1 ,

Mr. f\~ij) <';:f(IKT!Sh'p! D~\iA "fiLl>, ~jA~T/S1l;JP
:;iGi-:,\{ :-":\lNliL

,...,A i~.t 1,\ (-.- S i.l\ j £
iN':; N\7A. T"'I\,..J.~f€:"')

Fig 2.3 Asynchronous Transmission of an 8 bit code.
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2.2.2 Synchronous Transmission

The second transmission mode, synchronous, is used for the

high speed transmission of a block of characters. In this

mode of transmission, both the sending device and the

receiving device are operated simultaneously and are

resynchronized after each few thousand data signal bits are

transmitted.

character.

Start/stop bits are not required for each

Synchronization is established and maintained either when

the line is idle (no data signals being transmitted) or just

prior

synchronization
group of "sync ,.

is established

a data signal. This

by passing a predetermined

to the transmission of

characters between the sending and the

receiving d~vices. Fig 2.4 shows how the data signals are

contiguous and how one long stream of data bits is trans-
Illitted from the sending to the receiving device. In other

words~ the sending device will send some "sync" characters

to the receiving device so that the receiving device can

determine the time frame between each of the bits.

The sending device sends a long stream of data bits that may

have thousands of bits. The receiving device, knowing what

code is being used, counts off the appropriate number of
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bits and assumes this is the first character and passes it

to the computer. It then counts off the second character and

so on.

Synchronous transmission is more efficient in that there are

fewer control bits in proportion to the total number of bits

transmitted. The synchronization may take only 16 to 32

may bebits, while the stream of bits in the data signal,

several thousands bits long.

In asynchronous transmission there is at least one start bit

and one stop bit for every character of data. If an error

occurs during asynchronous transmission, that error may only

destroy one character of data because each character is

synchronized with its own start and stop bits. On the other

hand, a similar error in synchronous transmission would

probably destroy the entire message block

synchronization.

by breaking

The modems and related equipment for synchronous transmis-

sion are more expensive than those used for asynchronous

transmission because they must be able to synchronize be-

tween themselves.

In summary, synchronous and asynchronous data transmission

modes are differentiated by the fact that in asynchronous

data transmission, each character is transmitted as a to-
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tally independent entity with its own start and stop bits to

inform the receiving device that the character is beginning

and ending. In synchronous transmission, on the other hand

blocks of data are transmitted as units after the transmit-

ter and the receiver have been synchronized.

2.2.3 Isochronous Transmission

Isochronous transmission is a third technique; it combines

the element of both synchronous and asynchronous data trans-

mission.

In isochronous transmission, as in asynchronous, each

character is required to have both a start bit and a stop
bit. However, as in synchronous data transmission,

transmitter and the receiver are synchronized.

the

The

synchronization time interval between successive bits is

speci"fied to be an integral multiple of the length of one

bit. That is," all periods of no transmission consists of one

or more one character time intervals. This common timing al-

lows higher precision between the transmitting and the

receiving equipment that could be achieved using

asynchronous techniques only.

Fig 2.4 illustrates the relationships and differences be-

tween asynChronous, synchronous, and isochronous transmis-
sion. In asynchronous transmission, there is no determina-

tion of the spacing between individual characters
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(indefinite time). This requires that both the sending and

receiving equipment have clocks to determine the length of a

and the receiver must have special recognition

(circuitry) to determine the beginning and end of a charac-

With synchronous transmission, the clocking signal ister.

used

long,

to synchronize the receiver to the sender before a

multicharacter block of data is transmitted. In

isochronous transmission, the clocking is supplied by th8

sending modem, and the receiving modem synchronizes to it

for short periods. Each character begins on some multiple of

the length of the bit element.

The primary reason for using isochronous transmission in

preference to asynchronous transmission is speed. In prac-

tice, asynchronous data transmission is generally limited to

1,800 bits/sec by the timing precision of the sending and

receiving equipment. By contrast, isochronous data transmis-

sion can achieve data transmission rates as high as 9600

bits/sec. Synchronous data communications may be even more

rapid than isochronous.
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3.0 Cha~acte~istics of Data Transmission

A t~ansmission facility o~ channel is an electrical o~

elect~omechanical device that is used to get information

f~om one point to ancthe~. The channel may be p~ovided by a

pai~ of wi~es, a po~tion of the radio f~equency spect~um; or

some othe~ medium. Its only purpose is to car~y info~mation

from one location to another. It is also called a data link.

A data link can be described by its characteristics in the

following catego~ies:

-Direction of info~mation flow

-Mode of signal representation

-Rate of transmission

-General accessibility
-Medium

-Error detection

The electrical and physical characte~istics of any data link

limit its information handling abilities. The selection and

design of the transmission paths most appropriate for a par-

ticuld~ application depend on appropriate balancing of the

inherent advantages and disadvantages of options in each of

the categories listed and across the categories, achieving a

suitable mix of cost and performance capabilities.
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3.1 Direction of Information Flow

The direction(s) in which information can flow over a trans-

mission path is determined by the properties of both the

data link and the terminal devices.

3.1.1 Simplex

Simplex operation allows information to flow in only one

direction. Simplex operation is usually determined by the

characteristics of a terminal rather than by data link

characterIstics. That is, use of a send-only terminal device

(say a data collection terminal on a factory floor) or a

receive-only termi~al device (say a line pri~ter) means that

the associated data link must operate in simplex mode.

3.1.2 Half-Duplex

Half-duplex - operation allows information to flow in either
direction, but not in both directions simultaneously. This

mode of operation is exhibited by polite conversation and

one-way bridges. The action of reversing the direction of

flow in a half-duplex path takes a finite amount of time,

which includes the time it takes to recognize the end of

transmission in one direction and the time required to flip

transmit/receive switches to enable transmission in the op-

posite direction. This turnaround time is considered to be
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"overhead time" and can significantly affect th•...oughput

characteristics of the path. Turna •...ound time is commonly on

the order of 20 to 200 millisecond. Turnaround time is one

paramete •...used in the evaluation of t•...ansmission facilities.

Half-duplex ope •...ation is determined both by terminal cha •...ac-

te•...istics (nonoverlapped send and receive) and by data link

cha •...acte •...istics (the path may be used in eithe •...di •...ection

but not in both directions at the same time).

3.1.3 Full Duplex

Full-duplex - ope •...ation allows info •...mation to flow simul-

taneously in both directions on the t•...ansmission path. This

mode of operation is also referred to as full-duplex or FOX
0.... simply duplex. A familia •...example of full-duplex opera-

tion is a two-way street. Use of full-duplex operation

potentially improves the efficiency of a transmission system
because it eliminates the line tu•...naround time •...equi •...ed in a

half-duplex ar•...angement~

Full-duplex operation •...equi •...es both that the te•...minal equip-

ment be capable of sending and •...eceiving simultaneously and

that the data link provide two independent t •...ansmission

paths, one in each direction. Many data processing/data com-

munications systems currently do not take advantage of the

availability of full-duplex facilities. Consequently, where
full-duplex transmission is used, it is often with data
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travelling in o~e direction only and with the other direc-

tion of transmission used for control signals. Full-duplex

operation is becoming more prevalent, however, with increas-

ing computer-computer communications and the availability of

line control protocols(e.g. SDLC, HDLe, ADCCF) that en-

courage full-duplex operation.

3.2 Rate of Transmission

The signalling speed of a transmission path is measured in

bauds, defined as the number of times per second that the

signal state {e.g. phase) changes. In contrast, the speed of

information transmission is measured in bits/see, with the

basic modulation techniques the signalling rate was always

equal to the bit transfer rate.

Communications paths can be grouped by their speeds of in-

formatio~ trans'fer into three basic categories;

voice grade, and wideband.

narrowband,

Narrowband or sub-voice-grade c~annels range in speed from

45 to 150 bits per second a~d are used primarily for

telegraph and some low-speed data terminals.

Voice-grade c~a~r.els(such as those provided by the public-
switched network) provide a capacity of approximately 3000

HZ and, when unconditioned, are limited to a maximum of 1800
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4.0 Coding Terminology and Structure

A character is a symbol that has a common, constant meaning

for some group of people. A character might be the letter A
or B, or it might be a number such as 1 or 2. Characters may

also be special symbols such as & or? Characters in data

communications, as in computer systems, are represented by

groups of bits. The various groups of bits that represent

the set of characters that are the "alphabet" of any giver.

system are called a "coding system," or simply a "code."

A byte is a group of consecutive bits that are treated as a

unit or character. One byte is normally comprised of 8 bits

and it usually represents one character. However, in data

communications some codes in regular use utilize 5, 6, 7, 8,

10 or 11 bits per character. These differences in the number

of bits per character arise because the codes have dif1erent

numbers of characters to represent and different provisions

for error checking.

Coding is the representation of one set of symbols by

another set of symbols. Information in data communication is

normally transmitted serially over a transmission line or

channel. Codes for representing the information vary in

relation to both the number of bits used to define a single

character and in the assignment of bit patterns to each par-
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ticular character. In most cases, both the sending and

receiving equipment must be designed or programmed to trans-

mit and receive the code that the data communication system

is using. It is this equipment that determines whether one

or two stop bits be utilized during asynchronous transmis-

sion.

The various common codes of data communication are-

ASCII 8 bit code with 128 valid characters ( 27 = 128

characters; the eighth bit is a parity check.). ASCII code

is the basic standard code for which most communication

equipm~nt are designed.

BAUDOT code - 5 bit code. It is used mainly by older

Teletype equipment. It has 62 valid characters. When used in

asynchronous transmission, it has 5 bits per character (no

parity bit), one start bit and a long stop bit equal to 1.42

bit times. This means it uses 7.42 bit times for one charac-

ter during transmission from a sending device to a receiving
device.

There is also a closely related code to Baudot, called

Pseudo-Baudot. Pseudo-Baudot is identical to Baudot code ex-

cept it uses a stop bit equal to 1.5 bit times, and there-

fore, it occupies 7.50 bit times during transmission.
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Data interchange code is another code that is used on newer

teletype equipment. The teletype version of the Data inter-

change code is an 8 bit code that uses 7 bits to represent

the characters and one bit for parity. Data interchange code

has 128 valid character combinations (27 = 128 characters).

Data interchange code is 11 bits per character in transmis-

sion with 1 6tart bit, 7 data bits, 1 parity bit, and 2 stop

bits.

The ~-of-8 code i6 an IBM code. It uses only 4 of the 8 bits

of data because the only valid combinations that are recog-

nized are ~hose in which exactly 4 of th~ 8 bits are in a

"1" configuration and the other four are in a "0" configura-

tion. The purpose in allowing only configurations that have

four 1'8 and four O's is that an accuracy check can be ac-

complished by ensuring that there are always four l's and

four O"s in the received data character. The price paid for

doing this is that there are only 70 valid characters, in-

stead of 256 (28 = 256 characters). The 4-of-8 code is 10

bits per character in asynchronous transmission, with 1

start bit, 8 data bits, and 1 stop bits. This code detects

errors better than the single parity bit of ASCII or than

other codes that use a single parity bit. The 4-of-8 code is

used primarily on high speed voice grade lines.
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BCD (the Binary Coded Decimal) code -- is an extension of

older tab-card-oriented Hollerith code. It is a 6 bit code

and has 64 valid character combinations (26 = 64

characters). BCD code is 9 bits per character in

asynchronous transmission with 1 start bit, 6 data bits, 1

parity bit, and 1 stop bit. This code is used primarily on

low-speed lines. f2~

The Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC)

is an IBM system 360/370 code. EBCDIC has 256 valid charac-

ter combinations (28 = 256 characters). This code has 11

bits per character in asynchronous transmission utilizing 1

start bit, 8 data bits 1 parity bit and 1 stop bit.

The codes described above are the basic ones utilized in

data transmission. These codes can be used in asynchronous,

synchronous, or isochronous transmission. Fig 4.1 summarizes

the various start bit, data bits, parity bits, stop bits,

and the total bits in asynchronous transmission for the

seven different code configurations that have been dis-

cussed.
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fig 4.1 code configuration for asynchronous transmission.

When designing an information system, it is necessary to
consider the different forms and encodings of information
that may be needed.
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5.0 PROTOCOLS

5.1 Introduction

yrocedures
points.

established
a protocol is a set of rules and

to control transmission between
In data communications,

There are two major reasons why protocols are needed in com-
munications networks. First, efficiency can be achieved by
reducing the volume of transmission; a protocol reduces the
amount of necessary control information by using specified
code sequences to identify certain conditions. Second, it is
necessary to be able to distinguish between control bits and
data bits; a protocol establishes a set of rules so that the
receiver can proyerly interpret the bit stream transmitted
from the sender. Without protocols to guide the orderly ex-
change of data between points in a network, there would be
chaos. The protocol determines who talks next in the conver-
sation, how error control is handled, and how the text of
messages is to be delineated by control characters.

One responsibility of a protocol is message formatting. The
protocol might be used to break lengthy messages into fixed
size blocks for transmission. Control characters such as SOH
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(start of header), STX (start of text), ETB (end text block)
and ETX (end of text) are inserted according to protocol in
order to delineate which blocks belong to which message.

There are four types of communication protocols that need to
be controlled in a data network.

t-l'GID 1;ba e-ttlrt. Q~ a "Q~versation" to the end of..
that conversation.

PATH from endpoint to endpoint in a network. (e.g. from
applicatiQn prospem ~n a noat computer to "ser at
a terminal device).

betweeR tWQ dev1Q9s cam~ct~c1 Oy fl ~!M!~ ~.r~ne-

mission line or channel.

HARDWARE - be~e~n ~ device and a line.

These types of communication have different cbaracteristics.
A comprehensive data communications protocols include r~le6
that address each type.
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Session control establishes and terminates communication and
performs accounting procedures. Path control ensures that
messages get from one·endpoint to another. correctly. and
that. data flow smoothly' through the network -without flooding
components of the networkr Link control. ensures tha.t·a··bl.ock,··..:»
of data gete' from one end of.a ,data link to·the.other·~ .cor-··
rectly. Hardware contrrc.l. ensuree that bits can be put onto a
line and taken off at.the other end and includes both physi-
cal and electrical interface rules.

Many different types of protocol are in use today, The most
interesting .and, widelyused ..is the family of link.control
protocol. The functions of a link control protocol are
diverse. including the following~·

Detection and correction of errors
- formatting of blocks
- resolution of contention
- polling
- control of multipoint lines
- sequencing of .messages

interpretation of. control characters
- identification procedures

bandling of abnormal circumstances
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These responsibilities can be generalized as aspects of com-
munications processing.

A protocol is basically a set of rules for operating a com-
munication system. The rules are designed to solve operating
problems in the following areas:

1. Framing - the determination of which eight bit groups
constitute characters, and most important, what
groups of characters constitute messages.

2. Error control - the detection of errors by means of the
longitudinal, vertical, or cyclic redundancy
checks; the acceptance of correct messages, and
the request for retransmission of faulty messa-
ges.

3. Sequence control - the numbering of messages to eliminate
duplicate messages, avoid losing messages, and

properly identify messages that are retransmitted
by the error control system.
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4. Transparency - the transmittal of information (such as
instrumentation data) that contains bit pat-

terns which resemble the control characters used
to implement functions 1, 2, 3 above, without the
receiving station identifying those bit patterns
as control characters.

5. Line control - the determination, in the case of half-
duplex or multipoint line, of which station is

going to transmit and which station(s) will
receive.

6. Special cases - solving the problem of what a transmitter
sends when it has no data to send.

7. Time out control - solving the problem of what to do if
message flow 6uddenly ceases entirely.

8. Startup control - the process of getting transmission
started in a communication system that has been

idle.

Protocols may be divided into three categories according to
the message framing techniques used. These are Character
Oriented, Byte Oriented and Bit Oriented.
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A Character Oriented protocol uses special characters, such

as STX to indicate the beginning of a message, and ETB to

indicate the end of a block of text (i.e, the imminent ar-

rival of the block check characters). The classic character

oriented protocol is IBM's Binary Synchronous Protocol,

known as BISYNC.

Byte count oriented protocols use a header which includes a

beginning special character followed by a count that indi-

cates how many characters follow in the data portion of the

message and some control information such as which messages

have been received correctly to date. T~e data portion which

comes next is the specified length and is followed by block

check characters. Digital Equipment Corporation's Digital

Data Communication Message Protocol (DDCMP) is an exa~ple of

this type of protocol.

It is possible to create a protocol that delineates which

bits constitute messages by separating those messages with a

special flag character such as 01111110. This type of

protocol specifies that there shall never be six "1" bits in

a row except for the transmission of a flag. Thus, when the

receiving station receives a flag character, it knows that

the previous 16 bits were the block check characters and

that the bit between those 16 and the previous flag con-

stitute the message. This type of protocol is called a
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"bit-stuffing" or bit oriented protocol. IBM Synchronous

Data Link Control (SDLC), American Standards Institute

ADCCP, International Standards Organization HDLe, and CClTT

recommendation X.25 are some of the examples for bit

oriented type of protocol.

5.2 ERROR DETECTION

In all electrical information transmission systems, due con-

sideration must be given to the effects of noise. Noise i8

any unwanted signal and may originate from sources as spec-

tac~lar as lightning strikes or as dirty contacts on

telephone switching equi~me~t.

The most important characteristic of noise in telecommunica-

tion system 1s the relatively long duration of the distur-

bances. A noise burst of 0.01 second duration is not uncom-

mon and sounds like a simple click during a voice conversa-

tion. :f the G.O~ second noise burst occurs during a 4800

bits per eecond data transmission, the "simple click" is the

death knell for 48 data bits. Thus, when noise causes bits

to be received in error, it generally causes a great number

of bits to be affected. The periods of high error rate are

generally separated by relatively long intervals of low

noise, low error rate data reception. Thus the error rate

averaged over an hour is typically one error bit in 100,000

bits received.
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To determine whether the bits in a character have been

properly received, it would be quite simple to append an ad-

ditional bit to each character and to have that bit be a one

or a zero according to the rule that "all transmitted

characters shall have an odd number of ones." Thus for ex-

ample, the character 01001100 would be expanded to ~01001100

and the character 01101100 would be expanded to ~01101100.

The added, underlined bit is called the "parity" bit and

using it to make the number of ones odd is called "odd

parity." (plainly, one could make the number of ones even

and call it "even parity,") In a parity system, the trans-

mitter unit calculates the state of the parity bit and ap-

pends it to the character during transmission. The receiving

unit calculates the state of the parity bit and compares the

calculated value to the value actually received. If they

disagree, the receiver knows that a bit has been received in
error.

Let us assume that the transmitter sends 101101100. Parity

is odd; everything is ok. Let us assume that the second and

third bits (counting from the right) are received er-

roneously. The received character is then 101101010. The

parity is still odd and things appear ok despite the double

error. In here the parity on each character can detect only

errors that affect a single bit (or three, or five. etc.).
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Errors that affects two (or four, or six, etc.) bits will
not be detected. this problem exists regardless of whether
"odd parity" or "even parity" is used.

Consider t~an6mi68ion of the six characters in fig 5.1 .
Each bit (except the left-most) in the check character has
been computed Buch that that bit and the bits immediately
above it in character 1 through 5 total an odd number of
ones. For example, the right-most bit in the check character
is a zero because three of the right-most bits in the
characters above it are ones; hence there is an odd number
of ones.

101101100 characte~ 1

110101111 character 2

001110101 character 3

111100010 character 4

100010111 character 5

010111100 check character

Fig 5.1 Sample Transmission
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in all characters, including the check character. the left-

most bit is a parity bit.

Let us assume that the transmitter sends 101101100

(character 1), Parity is odd; everything is ok. Let us as-

sume that the second and third bits (counting from the

right) are received erroneously. The received character is

then 10110~010. The parity is still odd and things appear ok

despite the double error. This time, however, there is a

check character being sent. The error just described in-

creases the number of ones in the second column from three

to four (an even number) and decreases the number of ones in

the third column (counting from the right) from four to

three (excluding the check character).

When the check character sent by the transmitter is compared

in the receiver to that which the receiver has calculated

from Bumming the ones in the various "columns" of the

received character, the second and third bit positions will

be incorrect. The computed check character will require the

second bit from the right to be a "1" to increase the number

of ones in that column from four to five, and will require

the third bit to be a "0" as the receiver has received only

three one bits in that column. Thus the calculated check

character and the transmitted check character will disagree

in the second and third bit positions, which are indeed

where the error occurred.
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Lest one embrace this scheme as foolproof, consider the case

where character 1 and character 3 are received with errors

in the second and third bit positions. Now there will be two

more ones in the second column and two fewer ones in the

third column. The number of ones in each column i6 now 6uch

that the receiver"s calculated block check character (BCe)

and that sent by the transmitter will be the same.

Thus in the same waJ that a parity check within the charac-

ter was defeated by a double error in ~he character, parity

on the oolumns (referred to as a Longitudinal Redundancy

Check or LRC) is defeated if a double error occurs in a

column. There are numerous possibilities for double bit er-

rors in characters to occur simultaneously with double bit

errors in columns in 6uch a fa6hion that neither the charac-

ter parity (referred to a6 Vertical Redundancy Check or VRC)

nor the column parity (LRC) will indicate that error6 have

occurred. This i6 an essential problem since errors in com-

munications transmission systems tend to occur in bursts.

The detection systems most effective in detecting error6 in

communication6 systems with a minimal amount of hardware

(but more than VRC/LRC systems) are the Cyclic Redundancy
Checks (CRC).
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5,2.1 Cyclic Redundancy Checks (CRC)

CRC calculations are customarily done in a multi-section

shift register which feeds into an exclusive-OR gate whose

output feeds back to other exclusive-OR gates located in be-

~tween the sections of the shift registers. An exclusive-OR

(XOR) gate is a gate where the output is a "0" if the inputs

are both "0" or are both "1", If the inputs differ the out-

put of the XOR gate is a "1", Fig 5.2 t3hows a t~pical ar-

rangeme~t of Bee for CRe .

. ._- ------'- -. --i-·------·····
: .' !-

...•...• --~~.--..-
i !

! :;.
t
I
f

'. .!

Fig 5.2 Block Check Register Implemented with

Shift registers and XOR.
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The placement and quantity of the XOR gates vary for CRC-12,
CRC-16, and CRC-CCITT, which are the most common Cyclic
Redundancy Checks. The block check register example shown in
fig 5.2 is the implementation of CRC-CCITT.

When the logic shown in fig 5.2 is used in a transmitter
circuit, it is intialized at all zeros. As each bit is
presented to the communications line it is also applied to
the point marked "A" in fig 5.2 and a shifting pul6e is ap-
plied to the shift register. Fig 5.3 shows the content6 of
the shift register assuming that the first bit transmitted
was - ,,"'.,

d .L. Note what a dramatic effect just this single bit
has and how that effect is spread throughout the register .

... - .. -- .-.--- --;J;" -..--.-.- .- """""'--'- "'-'-;'i7:- '-'- -._ .....• - ._. -. ",tL:
,

I

!."..-- --_¥_--
:. I , ! .. '

j

.. -.-- ..--- .-.----- ..
_ .; ; t. I ~ 1 •

I ; ; ~ ~ !
•... - •.! ..•. .'- ,;_ .. _------' .

i I

Fig 5.3 Propagation of a "1" bit into Block Check Register
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As the "1" bit, shown in fig 5.3, gets shifted on through

the segments of the shift register during the transmission

of subsequent bits, they will eventually reach some of the

XOR gates between the segments of the shift register. Here

t.hey will affect the state of the "feedback bits" coming

from the XOR gate on the far right-hand side of the diagram.

The general effect to be recognized is that the effect of

any bit is reflected in the various bits of the shift

register for a considerable time after that bit is trans-

mitted.

In a eRe equipped system, a logical arrangement identical to

that used in the transmitter (fig 5) is also used in the

receiver. Again the register is initialized to zero and data

from the communications line is applied to point A while the

shift register contents are shifted once for each bit

received. At the conclusion of the message, the transmitting

station sends the contents of the transmitter eRG shift

register to the receiving station. The X15 term, marked

"LSB" is sent first. The receiving station applies the in-

coming bit stream to point A of its eRe logic, just as it

did with the preceding data bits.
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As the first bit of the received eRe character is applied to

point A of the receiver eRC logic. the XOR gate obeys B + B

= 0 for B = 0 or B = 1 and produces a "0" if the first bit

of the calculated eRe matches the first bit of the eRe being

received.

All of the other XOR gates in fig 5 style of eRe logic will

obey B + 0 = B for B = "0" or B = "1" and will become essen-

tially "transparent"; a "0" will be shifted into the left

end of the shift register. As long as the calculated eRe

contained in the receiver eRe shift register continues to

match the eRe being received from the transmitting station;

the output of the right-most XOR gate will continue to be

zero, and the other XOR gates will continue to be

"transparent." When all the eRe bits have been shifted, the

eRe shift register bits will all be zeros. This will be true

regardless of the placement of the XOR gates hence true for

all types of eRC. An exception is that SDLC and HDLC start

with a preset value in the shift register and end with a

special non-zero result.

The most important property of eRes i8 that. due to the

feedback arrangements, the exact state of the shift register

is dependent on a great deal of past history. Hence it is

highly unlikely that a burst of errors could produce a eRe

calculation that was the same as that for the data as

originally transmitted before the errore occurred.
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CRG requires no bit per character like parity does, but

there are two check characters at the end of each block of

characters, since the CRC shift register is two character

lengths long. These two characters are referred to as the

Block Check Characters (BCC).

5.2.2 Mathematical Presentation of CRC

A cyclic code message consists of a specific number of data

bits and a BeG. Let n equal the total number of bits in the

message and k equa~s the number of data bits; then n k

equals the nUffiberof bits in the BCC.

The code message is derived from two polynomials which are

algebraic representations of two binary words, the generator

polynomial P(x) and the message polynomial G(x). The genera-

tor polynomial is the type of code used (CRC-12, CRC-16 and

CRG-CelT!); the message polynomial is the string of serial

data bits. The polynomials are usually represented algebrai-

cally by a string of terms in powers of x such as

xn+ ...+X3+X2+Xl+XO. In binary form, a 1 is placed in each

position that contains a term; absence of a term is indi

cated by a O. The convention followed in the following

presentation is to place the XO bit at the right. For ex-

ample, if a polynomial is given as x4+x+l, binary represen-
tation is 10011.
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Given a message polynomial G(x) and a generator polynomial
P(x), to construct a code message polynomial F(x) that is
evenly divisible by P(x) :

1. multiply the message G(x) by xn-k where n-k is the
number of bits in the Bee.

2. divide the resulting product xn-k(G(x» by the genera-
tor polynomial P(x).

3. disregard the quotient and add the remainder C(x) to
the product to yield the code message polynomial F(x).

which is represented as xn-k(G(x) + C(x).

The division is performed in binary without carries or bor-
rows. In this case the remainder is always one bit less than
the divisor. The remainder is the Bee and the divisor is the
generator polynomial; therefore, the bit length of the BCC
is always one less than the number of bits in the generator
polynomial.

For example,

1 •~. g1ven
message polynomial G(x) - 110011 (x5+x4+x+l)
generator polynomial P(x) ~ 11001 (x4+x3+1)

G(x) contains 6 data bits
P(x) contains 5 bits and will yield a Bee with 4
bits; therefore n-k ~ 4.
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2. multiplying G(x) by xn-k

xn-~(G(x) = x4(x5+x4+x+l) = xS+X8+X5+X4

= 1100110000,

3. this product is divided by P(x)

1100110000 11001

11003 100001

10000
11001

1001 (-- remainder = C(x) = BeC

4. the remainder C(x) is added to xn-k(G(x) to give

F(x) = 1100111001.

The code message polynomial is transmitted. The receiving

station divides it by the same generator polynomial. If

there is no error, the division will produce no remainder

and it i8 assumed that the message i8 correct. A remainder

indicates an error. The division is shown below

1100111001 11001
1100i 100001

11001

11001

00000 <-- no remainder.
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In typical data communication hardware, the BCe is computed

and accumulated in a shift register. The configuration of

the register is based on the eRe code to be implemented. The

number of stages in the register is equal to the degree of

the generating polynomial; the number of XOR elements is

also a function of the polynomial.

CRC-12 is applied to synchronous system that use 6 bit

characters. The Bee accumulation is 12 bits. The generator
polynomial is x12~Xll+x3+X2+1 with prime factors of (x+1)

and (Xll+x2+1). It provides error detection of bursts up .to

12 bits in length.

CRC-CGITT is the standard used to compute a BCG for European

systems. When operating with eight bit characters, the BCe
accumulation is 16 bits. The generator polynomial is

x16+X12+xS+l. It provides error detection of bursts up to 16

bite in length.

GRG-16 is applied to synchronous systems that use eight bit

characters. The BGe accumulation is 16 bits. The generator
polynomial i6 X16+X1S+x2+1. It provides error detection of

bursts up to 16 bit in length.
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6.G Principle of Operation of the Simulation of

Flight Following System

Flight Following System is one part of all airline ac-

tivities. In this system aircraft positions and conditions

are monitored instantaneously from the start of engine,

take-off, cruise, descent and landing. At each phase of the

flight the aircraft will send message to ground station, the

position and if required additional information about the

flight within a specified interval of time. The ground sta-

tion will receive the message and advise sections requiring

the information for better planning and efficient operation.

If the aircraft didn't send a message within the specified

interval of time, the ground station will try to contact him

and ask him to Bend the informat!on. If the aircraft again

didn't respond, the ground station will contact the people

at the aircraft's :aet reporting point and tell them to

search the aircraft. If these people don't get response from

the aircraft, they will launch search and rescue operation.

Currently in Ethiopian Airlines the system uses verbal com-

munication. i.e, HF transmission for longer distance from

the base station and VHF transmission for shorter distances.

Using HF and VHF communication system, sometimes there is a

possibility where the aircraft sends message and the ground

station couldn't receive the message. This is due to noise

or too much interference.
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When data are transmitted using microwave transmission or

sate~lite transmission, the possibility of losing or distor-

~i0n of data is significantly less than either the VHF or HF

transmission.

There is a system known as INMARSAT (International Martime

Satellite Organization) where all aircraits will have a link

to any btation or aircraft via satellite and when this eys-

tem ~B imp:emented the data to the ground station from the

aircraft via satellite will make UBe of the system described

and simulated here.

!he whole communication between the aircraft and the ground
station alld then after, to the different concerned sections

can be automated, that is to say, without human inter-

ference. Data can be automatically sent to the ground sta-

tion repeatedly within a specified interval of time and the

same data at the ground Btation can be distributed to the

concerned eections as well as be displayed on a computer

screen. This me~hod of communication, when implemented, will

improve information availability and distribution of it. Be-
cause filing of information could also be made for an agreed

period of time, so that retrievel of the information at a

latter date will help in reconstructing operation scenario6.
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In this project the above system is simulated using one com-

puter as an aircraft and another computer as a ground sta-

tion.

The computer used as an aircraft will send serially through

wire position data and aircraft identification to another

computer which simulates the ground station. The ground sta-

tion computer will receive this data and after processing,

will indicate the position of the aircraft on the screen

where the background is the world map. The position of dif-

ferent aircrafts can be simulated by sending different iden-

tification for the different aircrafts and displaying a

unique character for each aircraft. In doing so the relative

position of the aircrafts and estimated time of arrival can

be monitored on one screen.

6.1 Methodology

As it has been indicated in the previous sections there

could be a number of ways by which data can be transmitted

from the sender to the receiver. Each and every system has

its own particular characteristics and depending upon the

characteristics one may choose, from the different P06-

sibilities, the one which fits ~he system specific require-

ment.
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In the flight following simulation system the type of trans-

mission chosen is the 6er~al synchronou6 data communication,

which is mostly ~6ed in most of todays data commanication

systems, at a transmission rate of 100 bauds.

Data containing aircraft identification, latitude and lon-

gitud~ firstly entered or keyed into the compute~ simulating

the aircraft. Since the la~itude has a maximum of 3 charac-

ters a~d the longitude hae a maximum of 4 characters, it is

required to send four characters for long!tude and 3 charac-

ters for latitude. The problem of sending two different num-

ber of characters for one position ihformation can be solved

by aSBuming latitude from 900S to BooN as from aD to 1800

respectively and longitude from 1800W to laQoE as from 00 to

3600 respectively. Therefore, it i8 possible to send 3

characters for latitude as well as longitude. The number of

characters required for the aircraft identification depends

on th6 number of aircrafts required to monitor and in this

simulation Bystem it is assumed that there are nine (9)

aircrafts that are to be monitored. This aircraft iden-

tification data is transmitted as a one byte ASCII character

code and the latitude and longitude data are transillitted as

a three ~yte ASCII code each. Total~y there are seven (7)

bytes to be tra~smitted serially for every position infor-

mation for every aircraft.
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The seven bytes serially transmitted will be received at the

other computer simulating the ground station. In here the

bytes are interpreted and a code or unique character is dis-

played for the identified aircraft on the screen of the COID-

puter simulating the ground station, where the background of

the screen is the map of the world. The same data can be

transmitted to other computers which might simulate the

other concerned departments or sections on the aircraft's

position.

In data communication there should be a rule by which there

will be full correspondence between the sender and the

receiv6r. This can be achieved by setting up rules, whereby

the receiver could recognize that a data is coming and

transmission of data is completed as well as which set of

bits are to be interpreted ae a character or frame depending

upon the type of transmission. This is what is called
designing protocol.

6.1.1 Bit Synchronization

In the project work, since once data are sent to the port of

the cqmputer the data will stay at the port as long as it i8

reset or different data are transmitted, D data and a strobe

are used, and data and strobe signals are transmitted

at the same time. The strobe line will be high when
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ever the voltage on the data line corresponds to a new data
and will go low immediately. That means the strobe line in-
dicates the frequency of the data transmission.

The receiver will receive the data line and the strobe line,
and will accept the data only when the strobe line is high.
In this way all the seven bytes will be transmitted and for
each bit there is one strobe signal, that is, a high voltage
level on the strobe line.

6.1.2 Framing

Up to this point the receiver knowe when data is available
and when it is not a~ the input port. But there is no means
of identifying which set of bite constitute a transmitted
byte and which sets of bytes constitute the position infor-
mation, that ie, the seven bytes (one frame).

It has been indicated in section 5 that one of the reasons
to design protocol is to solve operating problems in the
framing area. To make the receiver understand the start of a

frame, a code to be interpreted on the receiver side as a
start of frame, has to be sent. It is possible to choose any
code that will not affect the primary objective of the sys-
tem. For this particular system any code can be chosen but
it is preferably not to be a code that represent a num-
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ber, since all the data for this particular systems are
numeric. The ASCII code 00101010 which represent a is
chosen to indicate start of a frame.

6.1.3 Error Dete~tion

The receiver now knows which of the data line voltages cor-
respond to a data and also knows where the frame starts. But
still the data can be corrupted by noise, and there is a
possibility where the code representing the start of the
frame is error free, and the position and/or the aircraft
identification data can be erroneous. In this case, the
position and/or the aircraft identified, indicated on the
screen do not represent the exact position and/or aircraft,
or might be out of the range of position or aircraft iden-
tification for the particular sys~em. That means there must
be a way, either to correct the error or detect and discard
the data, since it doesn"t represent the actual information
that is required.

One of the most effective method of detecting error in data
communication is the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). Since
the data transmission uses 8 bits ASCII code, the CRe-16
which uses eight bit characters 16 selected from the roost
common eRC checks (CRC-12, CRC-16 and CRC-CelTT). CRC-16
provides error detection of bursts up to 16 bits. As
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discussed in section 5, th~ hardware implementation shown in

fig 5.2 is converted to a software eRC calculation and the

flow chart and the program is presented in Appendix 2.

So far including the start of frame code, totally 8 bytes

will be transmitted for each position information and for

each aircraft. For error correction, two bytes of data will

have two bytes of BCe and, overall the 8 bytes data will

have 8 bytes of BGe, and therefor for one position informa-

tion 16 bytes will be transmitted.

Layout of the data transmission or flow is shown below in

fig 6.1 and in fig 6.2 World map and the nine aircrafts as

displayed on the receiver PC screen is shown.
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FIG 6.1 Data Flow between the PC's
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7.0 Conclusion

In this thesis simulation of flight following system is

done. The basic principle in this simulation is transmitting

data and receiving the same data. In this process all the

possible means of transmitting, receiving, error detection

and synchronization methods have been seen. For the specific

simulation system, as described in the text, Borne methods

are employed and some of them are from my own wav to fulfill

the requirements for the system.

The methods used in this simulation system can be expanded

to some other forms of data transfer like file transfer,

computer-computer communication etc. and not only ~or posi-
tion data.
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APPENDIX I

SOURCE PROGRAM OF RECEIVER COMPUTER

10 CLS:KEY OFF
20 REM LPR!NT CHR$(27);"3";CHR$(24)
30 LOCATE 25,1
40 PRINT "
S Y S T E M

F L I G H T F 0 L LOW I N G

50 REM DRAWING BOARDER LINES
60 LINE (1,279}-(720,279)
70 LINE (1,347)-(720,347)
80 LINE (0,1)-(0,348)
90 LINE (719,1)-(719,348)
100 LINE (1,1)-(720,1)
110 REM READING COORDINATES OF WORLD MAP
120 OPEN "map2.bas" FOR INPUT AS ~1
130 FOR 1=1 TO 465
140 INPUT #l,Y,X
150 IF Y=85 AND X=-SO THEN LINE (259,11)-(259,11)
160 IF Y ) 70 THEN Y=1.07*Y
170 IF Y > 78 THEN Y=1.2~Y/1.07
180 Xl=1.7*X+360
190 Y1=-1.7*Y+185
200 IF 1=1 THEN PSET(Xl,Yl)
210 IF X=-72 AND Y=13 THEN PSET(Xl,Yl)
220 IF X=43 AND Y=12 THEN PSET(Xl,Yl)
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230 IF 1=-35 AND X=150 THEN PSET{Xl,Yl)
240 IF 1=-25 AND X=45 THEN PSET(Xl,Yl)
250 IF X=-78 AND Y=9 THEN FSET{Xl,Yl)
260 REM DRAWING WORLD MAP
270 L~NE -(X1,Y1)" ,&HAAAA
280 NEX'r r

290 X2=O
300 Y2=0
310 N767ED=0:N767FD=O:N767ZD=O
320 N737AD=0:N127KD=0:N727LD=0
330 N727MD=O:N107VD=O:N707QD=O
340 REM DEFINING AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION CHARACTER
350 LOCATE 21,1:PRINT " + * - 0 ! ~ & % @ ..

360 DIM Al(150),A2C:50),A3(150),A4(150),A5(150),A6(150)

,A7(150),A8(150),A9{150),Al0(150)

310 GET(8,280)-(20,290),Al

380 GET(20,280)-(40,290),A2
390 GET(40,280)-(60,290),A3

400 GET(60,280)-(75,290),A4

410 GET(75,280)-(95,290),A5

420 GET(95,280)-(112,290),A6

430 GET(112,280)-(130,290),A1

440 GET(130,280)-(150,290),A8

450 GET{150,280)-(165,290),A9

460 GET(165,280)-(190,290),AI0

470 LOCATE 21,1:PRINT"
480 LINE (O,1)-(O,348)
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490 lCOUNT -= 0
500 ICOUNT-=ICOUNT+l
510 I~ ICOUNT ) 16 GOTO 850
520 N=C
530 OUT &H378,0
54G REM WAITING FOR DATA
550 WAIT &H378,2
560 A=INP(&H378)
570 C=l AND A
580 D-=C*2AN

590 IF N=O THEN C1-=C
600 Bl=Cl OR D

610 Cl=Bl
620 N-=N+l
630 IF N > 7 GOTO 670
640 WAIT &H378.2,2
650 GOTO 550
660 REM RECONSTRUCTING DATA
670 ON ICOUNT GOTO 680,690,700,710,720,730,740,750,760,770
,780,790,800,810,820,830
680 FRBCC~Bl:GOTO 500
690 BBCC-=Bl:GOTO 500
700 D42-=Bl:GOTO 500
710 B=Bl:GOTO 500
720 Vl1BCC-=Bl:GOTO 500

730 V12BCC-=Bl:GOTO 500
740 Vl1=Bl:GOTO 500
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750 V12=Bl:GOTO 500
760 V13BCC=Bl:GOTO 500
770 V21BCC=Bl:GOTO 500

780 V13=Bl:GOTO 500
790 V2.!.=Bl:GOTO500

800 V22BCC=Bl:GOTO 500
810 V23BCC=Bl:GOTO 500

820 V22=Bl:GOTO 500
830 V23=Bl:GOTO 500
840 REM CRC CALCULATION
850 Al=O:Bl=C
860 ICOUNT = 1
870 ON ICOUNT GOTO 880,890,900,910,920,930,940,950
880 C=42:D=B:GOTO 960
890 C=FRBCC:D~BBCC:GOTO 960
900 C=V11:D=V12:GOTO 960
910 C=V113CC:D=V12BGC:GOTO 960
920 C=V13:D=V21:GOTO 960
930 C=V13BCC:D=V21BCC:GOTO 960

940 C=V22:D=V23:GOTO 960

950 C=V22BCC:D=V23BCC
960 REM C AND D ARE DATA REGISTERS
970 REM A AND BARE BCC REGISTERS
980 Dl = D

990 Cl = C

1000 FOR COUNT = 1 TO 16
1010 NO = (D!AND 1) XOR CBl AND 1)
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1020 Ni ::. (INT(Bl AND 2)/2) XOR NO
1030 N2 -= (INT(Al AND 64)/64) XOR NO
1040 Bl -=INT(Bl/2)
1050 Bl -=Bl OR «Al AN::) 1)*2~7)
1060 Ai = I NT ( (A 1/2 )) OR (NO*2~7)
1070 IF Nl = 1 THEN B1=Bl OR 1

1080 IF N1 = 0 THEN Bl=Bl AND 254
1090 IF N2 = 1 THEN Al=Al OR 32
1100 IF N2 = 0 THEN Ai--:AlAND 223
1110 D1 =INT(D1/2)

1120 Dl = Dl OR (eCl AND 1)*2~7)
1130 Cl = INT(Cl/2)
1140 NEXT COUNT
1150 REM CHECKING FOR ERROR
1160 IF ICOUNT=2 AND (Al=O AND Bl=O) THEN CD4.2=D42
117(1 IF ICOUNT=2 AND (Al=O AND Bl=(l) THEN CB-=B
1180 IF ICOUNT=2 AND (Al<>O OR BlOO) THEN GOTO 490
1190 IF ICOUNT=4 AND (Al=O AND B1=O) THEN CV11-=Vl1
1200 IF ICOUNT=4 AND (Al=O AND Bl=O) THEN CV12=V12
1"1(\ IF ICOUNT=4. AND (AloO OR BloO) THEN GOTO 490L~V

1220 IF ICOUNT=6 AND (Al=O AND Bl=O) THEN CV13=V13
1230 IF ICOUNT=6 AND (Al-=OAND Bl=O) THEN CV21-=V21
1240 IF ICOUNT=6 AND (Al<>O OR BloO) THEN GOTO 490
1250 IF ICOUNT=8 AND (A1=0 AND Bl=O) THEN CV22=V22
1260 IF ICOUNT=8 AND (Al=O AND Bl=O) THEN CV23=V23
1270 IF ICOUNT=8 AND (A1OO AND Bl<>O) THEN GOTO 490
1280 ICOUNT=ICOUNT+l
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1290 ''''It' ICOUNT=3 THEN A1=0.1._

1300 IF ICOUNT=3 THEN B1=O
1310 IF ICOUNT:::5THEN Bl:::0
1320 IF ICOUNT=5 THEN A!=O
1330 IF ICOUNT:::7THEN A1:::0
1340 IF ICOUNT:::7THEN B1=O
1350 IF ICOtJNT > 8 THEN GOTO 1380
1360 GOTO 870
1370 REM CHECKING FOR FRAME IDE~'1'IFICATION
1380 IF C::::J42=42THEN GOTO 1410
1390 GOTO 490
1400 REM CONSTRUCTING POSITION AND AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION
1410 V~=Vl1*100+V12*10+V13:V2=V21*lGO+V22*10~V23
1420 ALONG$="E":ALAT$="N"
1430 C=B:Y=Vl-90:X=V2-180
1440 Xl=1.7*X+360
1450 Y1=-1.7*Y+185
1460 IF X<O THEN ALONG$="W"
1470 IF X<O THEN X=ABS(X)
1480 IF Y<O THEN ALAT$="S"
149G IF Y<O '!'HENY=ABS(Y)
1500 REM DISPLAYING POSITION AND AIRCRAFT CODE
1510 ON C GOTO 1520,1600,1660,1720.1780,1840,1900,1970,2030

••1520 IF N767ED <> 0 THEN PUT(X767ED,Y767ED),A1
1530 PUT(Xl,Yl),Al:N767ED=1
1540 X767ED=Xl:Y767ED=Y1
1550 LOCATE 21,15
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1560 PRINT "
1570 LOCATE 21,15
1580 PRINT "767 + AlE" Y;ALAT$; X;AIJONG$
1590 GOTO 490
1600 IF N767FD {> 0 THEN PUT(X767FD,Y761FD),A2
1610 PUT(Xl.Yl),A2:N767FD=1
1620 X767FD=Xl=Y767FD=Yl
1630 LOCATE 21,40
1640 PRINT "* AIF" Y;ALAT$;X;ALONG$
1650 GOTO 490
1660 I? N767ZD <> G THEN PUT(X767ZD,Y767ZD),A3
1670 PUT(Xl.Y:),A3:N761ZD=1
1680 X767ZD=Xl:Y767ZD=Yl
1690 LOCATE 21,62
1700 PRINT "- AIZ" Y;ALAT$;X;ALONG$
1710 GOTO 490
1720 IF N727KD <> 0 THEN PUT(X727KD,Y727KD),A4
1130 PUT{Xl,Yl),A4:N727KD=1
1740 X727KD=X1:Y727KD=Yl
1750 LOCATE 22,15
1760 PRINT "727 0 AHK" Y;ALAT$;X;ALONG$
1770 GOTO 490
1780 IF N727LD {) 0 THEN PUT(X727LD,Y727LD),A5
1790 PUT(Xl,Yl),A5:N727LD=1
1800 X727LD=Xl=Y727LD=Yl
1810 LOCATE 22,40
1820 PRINT "! ARL" Y;ALAT$;X;ALONG$
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1830 GOTO 490
1840 IF N727MD <) 0 THEN PUT(X727MD,Y727MD),A6
1850 PUT(Xl,Yl),A6:N727MD=1
1860 X727~D=Xl:Y727MD=Yl
1870 LOCATE 22,62
1880 PRINT ..~ AHM" Y;ALAT$;X;ALONG$
1890 GOrO 490
190e IF N737AD () a THEN PUT(X737AD,Y737AD),A7
1910 FUT(Xl,Yl),A7:N737AD=1
1920 X737AD=Xl:Y737AD=Yl
1930 LOCATE 23,15
19·10PR:NT "737 & AJA" Y;ALAT$;X;ALONG$
1950 REM IF N=4 GOTO 470
1960 GOTO 490
1970 IF N707VD <> 0 THEN P8T(X707VD,Y707VD),A8
1980 PUT(Xl,Yl),A8:J707VD=1
1990 LOCATE 23,40
2000 PRINT "707 % AIV" Y;ALAT$;X;ALONG$
2010 REM IF N=4 GOTO 470
2020 GOTO 490
2030 IF N707QD (> 0 THEN PUT(X707QD,Y707QD),A9
2040 PUT(Xl,Yl),A9:N707QD=1
2050 X707QD=Xl:Y707QD=Yl
2060 LOCATE 23,62
2070 PRINT "@ ACQ" Y;ALAT$;X;ALONG$
2080 REM IF N=4 GOTO 470
2090 GOTO 490:END
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SOURCE PROGRAM OF TRANSMITTER COMPUTER

10 lCOUNT=l
20 PRINT ....
30 OUT &H378,O

40 T=l
50 REM DATA INPUT
60 INPUT "ENTER AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VALID NUM-
BERS !fROM 1 - 9) "; B

70 TJi'.l._ (B ) 9 OR B <. 1) '!'HENPRINT "ILLEGAL A!RCRAFT IDEN-
'I'IFICATIONTRY AGAIN"
80 IF (B > 9 OR B ( 1) THEN GOTO 40
90 PRI:'iT..
:00 INPUT "ENTER LATITU~E (VALID NUMBERS FROM -90 -) 90)
" ; Vl

:'10 IF (Vi < -90 OR Vi > 90) THEN PRINT "ILLEGAL LATITUDE
TRY AGA:!:N"
120 IF (Vi ~ -90 OR VI ) 90) THEN GOTO 100

130 Vl=Vl+90
140 Vl1~INT(Vl/100)

150 V12=INT«Vl-Vl1~100)/10)

160 V13=INT(Vl-Vl1*100-V12*10)
170 PRINT ..
180 INPUT "ENTER LONGITUDE (VALID NUMBERS FROM -180 -) 180)
.. ;V2

190 IF (V2 < -180 OR V2 ) 180) THEN PRI~T "ILLEGAL LONGITUDE
TRY AGAIN"
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200 IF (V2 < -180 OR V2 ) 180) THEN GOTO 180
210 V2=V2+180
220 V21=INT(V2/100)
230 V22=INT(CV2-V21*100)/10)
240 V23=INT(V2-V21*100-V22*10)
250 REM Bee CALCULATION
260 IBce=1
270 ON IBCC GOTO 280,290,300,310
280 C=42:D=B:GOTO 320
290 C=Vl1:D=V12:GOTO 320
300 C=V13:D=V21:GOTO 320
310 C=V22:D=V23
320 Al=O:Bl=O
330 Dl=D:Cl=C
340 FOR COUNT = 1 TO 16
350 NO = CD1 AND 1) XOR {Bl AND 1}
360 Nl=(INT{Bl AND 2)/2) XOR NO
370 N2 = (INT(Al AND 64)/64) XOR NO
380 B1=INT(Bl/2)
390 Bl = Bl OR ((A1 AND 1)*2~7)
400 Al=:NT«Al/2) OR (NO*2~7)
410 IF Nl = 1 THEN Bl=Bl OR 1
420 IF N1 = n THEN B:1=Bl AND 254v

430 IF N2 ::: 1 THEN Al=Al OR 32
440 IF N? = 0 THEN Al=Al AND 223
450 Dl - INT(Dl/2)
460 Dl=Dl OR I """ AND 1)*2~7}:Cl=INT{Cl/2)\\'-'-
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470 NEXT COUNT
480 ON IBCC GOTO 490,500,510,520
490 FRBCC=Al:BBCC=Bl:GOTO 530

500 Vl1BCC=Al:V12BCC=Bl:GOTO 530
510 V13BCC=Al:V21BCC=Bl:GOTC 530
520 V22BCC=Al:V23BCC=Bl
530 IBCC=IBCC+l
540 IF IBce ) 4 THEN GOTO 560
550 GOTO 270
560 ON rCOUNT GOTO 570,580,590,600,610,620,630,640,650,660
,670,680,690,700,710,720
570 DT=FRBCC:GOTO 730
580 D'"'=BBCC:GOTO730

590 DT::42:GOTO 730

600 DT=B:GOTO 730
610 DT=VI1BCC:GOTO 730
620 DT=V12BCC:GOTO 730
630 DT=Vl1:GOTO 730
640 DT=V12:GOTO 730
650 DT=V13BCC:GOTO 730
660 DT=V21BCC:GOTO 730
670 DT=V13:GOTO 730
680 DT=V21:GOTO 730
690 DT=V22BCC:GOTO 730
700 DT=V23BCC:GOTO 730
710 DT=V22:GOTO 730
720 DT=V23
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730 REM 16 BYTE SERIAL TRANSMISSION
740 N=l
75C OUT &H378,0
760 C=2 OR DT
770 OUT &H378,C
780 N=N+l
790 IF N>8 'rHEN lCOtINT = ICOUNT +1

800 K=C AND 1

810 OUT &H378,K
812 Ib' !COUNT ) 16 THEN PRINT .. ,.

820 IF rCOUNT ' 16 THEN GOTO 860
822 IF ICOUNT > 16 THEN GOTO 10
830 IF N>8 THEN GOTO 560
840 DT=INT(DT/2)
850 GOTO 750

860 FOR 1=1 TO 2000:NEXT I
870 ICOUNT=l:T=T+l
880 IF T>2 GOTO 10
890 GOTO 560

900 E~D
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APPENDIX II
SOURCE PROGRAM OF eRC CALCULATION

10 C:::42:D:::8
20 A=O:B.::O
30 REM C AND D ARE DA7A REGISTERS
40 REM A AND B ARE BCC REGISTERS
50 D1 ::: D

70 Cl ::: C

90 FOR COUNT ::: 1 TO 16
100 NO = (Dl AND 1) XOR (Bl AND 1)

110 Nl = (INT{Bl AND 2}/2) XOR NO

120 N2 ::- (INT(Al AND 64)/64) XOR NO
130 Bl = INT(Bl/2)
140 Bl = Bl OR ((Ai AND 1)*2~7)

150 Al ::- INT(Al/2) OR (NO*2~7)
160 IF Nl ::- 1 TH.EN Bl=Bl OR 1

170 IF N1. ::- 0 TH.EN Bl::;Bl AND 254
180 IF N2 ::- 1 THEN Al:::A1OR 32
190 Tl? 1;11') :: 0 THEN Al=Al AND 223.L_ .,t..

200 Dl ::INT(Dl/2)

210 D1 - Dl OR t r c i AND 1)*2~7)
220 Cl ::: INT(Cl/2)

222 PRINT ci .ni
230 NEXT COUNT
240 PRINT Al;Bl
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